NORTHFEST

13 BANDS // 7 STAGES // 1 DAY

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA DULUTH

APRIL FOOLS DAY

9AM NORTHERN SHORES COFFEE SHOP
JAMIE NESS COVERS BOB DYLAN

CLOVER STREET CRONIES 11AM VENDEN

1PM FOOD COURT
HOOBO NEPHEWS OF UNCLE FRANK

3PM KIRBY LOUNGE
RACHAEL KILGOUR FT. CHILDREN'S CHORUS SING-A-LONG

JAW KNEE VEE 7PM KIRBY RAFTERS

RED MOUNTAIN 8PM KIRBY RAFTERS

GRAMMA'S BOYFRIEND FT. HALEY BONAR 9PM KIRBY RAFTERS

10PM KIRBY UNDERGROUND
HIP-HOP SHOWCASE

FEVER DREAM FT. ALAN SPARHAWK & STEVE GARRINGTON OF LOW

11PM PLANETARIUM
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